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                Billy Whisker's Travels

                
 by   F. G. Wheeler 
Billy Whiskers' Travels is fiction adventure story written by F. G. Wheeler.  This story narrates the adventures of a Goat, who runs away from out his mischief and loses his mother.   He was the most mischievous kid in the flock, and because of that his mother named him Billy Mischief. Farmer Klausen, who owned him, was nearly as proud of..
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                Our Little Philippine Cousin

                
 by   Mary Hazelton Blanchard Wade 
Our Little Philippine Cousin is authored by Mary Hazelton Wade. Philippines, the islands of tribes have many customs within them.

The wild and distrustful nature of them made us difficult to help them, as they do not obey our laws. We must understand them better which will make us understand their needs and help them better. This book is about o..
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                Running Fox

                
 by   Elmer Russell Gregor 
Running Fox is written by Elmer Russell Gregor. Running Fox, the son of Delaware Chief Black Panther, wanted to establish himself as a proven warrior to join a gallant company of fighting men.

His father asks him to make an extraordinary achievement to prove his ability, by winning the Great War leader named Standing Wolf. The rest of the story ..
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                The Boy Chums Cruising in Florida Waters

                
 by   Wilmer M. Ely 
The Boy Chums Cruising in Florida Waters is an adventure story for boys written by Wilmer M. Ely, as part of "The Boy Chums" series of novels written by him.

The Boy Chums Cruising in Florida waters narrates the story in seashore, the protagonists’ boat is stolen from them and they lose not only their boat but all the money they had. To earn mon..
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                Antoine of Oregon

                
 by   James Otis 
Antoine of Oregon written by James Otis is a story book for children. Contrasts to the popular thinking, this story is not fiction in nature. Rather they are the real bravery, patriotic, freedom fighters real life stories which every child would like to read to remember the heroes of their nation.  Perhaps these stories are the truthful record..
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                Little Bessie

                
 by   Josephine Franklin 
Little Bessie, the Careless Girl, written by Josephine Franklin is the story of a young poor girl who lost her father when she was too young to remember his face. Her mother the poor widow, once led a comfortable life before the death of her husband.

The death of her husband shattered her not only emotionally but financially also. She had to bec..
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                Sarah Dillard Ride

                
 by   James Otis 
Sarah Dillard's Ride is adventure fiction story written for girls by the American journalist James Otis Kaler who is remembered as the author of children literature.  He has written many series of books especially for boys and girls such as Boy Spies Series, Navy Boys Series, Minute Boys Series, Silver Fox Farm Series, and American book compan..
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                Tom Fairfield Schooldays

                
 by   Allen Chapman 
Tom Fairfield's Schooldays is a children’s novel for boys written by Allen Chapman, the author of The radio boys series book such as Tom Fairfield's Pluck and Luck, The Radio Boys at the Sending Station, The Radio Boys Trailing a Voice, The Radio Boys in Gold Valley, Ralph On The Engine, and The Radio Boys at Mountain Pass.

Allen Chapman narrate..
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